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The best-selling phenomenon from Japan that shows us a minimalist existence is a happy
existence.Fumio Sasaki isn't an enlightened minimalism expert or organizing guru like Marie
Kondo?he’s only a regular guy who was consumed with stress and constantly comparing himself to
others, until one day he decided to change his lifestyle by saying goodbye to everything he didn’t
absolutely need. 16 web pages of color illustrations The advantages of a minimalist life can be
realized by anyone, and Sasaki’s humble vision of true joy will open your eyes to minimalism’s
potential. In Goodbye, Factors Sasaki modestly shares his personal minimalist knowledge, offering
specific tips about the minimizing process and revealing the way the new minimalist motion can not
only transform your space but truly enrich your life. The consequences were amazing: Sasaki
gained accurate freedom, new focus, and a genuine sense of gratitude for everything around him.
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An Launch to Minimalist Living that Changed My Life Having consulted countless self-help books
written by gurus who appear to have it all figured out, “Goodbye, Items” was a breath of oxygen to
me. Bring on the dumpster! I conveniently identified with his description of how he utilized to be:
constantly producing myself miserable by comparing myself to others; berating myself for not really
maintaining household chores; spending a significant amount of time on internet study to buy
something, and then never get much use out of this item. As somebody who wants to decrease
belongings and simplify life it's hard to justify buying another reserve but this does have a huge
amount of wonderful tips to help you let go, simplify, etc.When I came across the Japanese version
of the book over a year ago, my husband and I had already downsized a lot after reading Marie
Kondo’s “Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up. today we realize that was just because our friends like
to host dinner celebrations, and we felt guilty for not really reciprocating. Our priority went from
“living in a nice apartment full of things we love” to “reducing our footprint to increase our time and
independence.” We used to talk about buying a condo someday; They had the right ideas, but in
some way I simply kept collecting stuff.Overall, I came across this book to be a very useful and
inspiring introduction to minimalism, and for my hubby and me, it really did switch our lives.” But
reading “Goodbye, Things” has already established even more of a dramatic impact on our lives,
mainly because it made us think fundamentally about how exactly we use, and why we keep,
particular things. For everyone looking to turn into a minimalist but can't quite find the motivation, I
highly recommend this reserve.“Goodbye, Stuff” also helped us forget about items that sparked joy
but we weren’t actually using or taking proper care of. Fumuo really does give a nice look at of
what life is like when you can eliminate all that's unnecessary. We used to possess three
bookshelves filled with our favorite books, however now we only keep a handful that people are in
fact reading. We also forget about our long-possessed musical instruments, after we finally found
terms with the actual fact that playing them simply had not been our passion or priority anymore.
As difficult as this was, right now it feels as if a huge weight provides been lifted off our shoulders.
We utilized to tell each other we ought to entertain guests more often;. now the idea of taking right
out a home loan or being tied right down to a place does not sound attractive to us at all. (The
advice continues to be very good).) This reserve doesn't "shame" you either, unless you happen to
need to get down to virtually no possessions, it simply does a wonderful work of explaining how
exactly to let go and discover your own balance which means that your stuff doesn't dominate your
life. For whatever reason, that one matched me much better than the others, possibly because it
looked like the author had some of the same issues I struggle with (books, specifically). I live with a
few cats in a one-bedroom house, and I refuse to get a bigger place just because the square
footage provides too much stuff for me to create a writing/creative area. One of his other offhand
observations was that his old bed was heavy, and that was pretty much a direct hit too! A great
book for baby minimalist I really enjoy reading this book. (I really like my backup toilet paper!So
pleased I did so! Thank you! He makes you believe that minimizing your possessions is not only
doable for the common maximalist, but also that doing this will revolutionize your life." I wasn't remote
in a few ways, but before long the author's openness and insufficient pretension had completely
earned me over.The first portion of the book is practical advice, and even though he includes
references to minimalist friends with spouses, hobbies, and children, it's mostly oriented toward
people like himself. A few weeks ago, this popped up in one of the srollbars on my Amazon
homepage, and I picked it up (Kindle) on a whim. For me the best part of the book was the second
half, where he talked at duration about the changes minimalism had manufactured in his inner
lifestyle. I have already been along the way of minimizing, but this will serve as inspiration now and
again in the future.Recommended to anyone who thinks of minimalism since chilly or self-centered,



mainly because this book will fill up you with warmth.Not recommended to anyone who is just
looking for the perfect manual. After reading simply few short chapters I was inspired to get right up
and find what to donate, gift, sell. A practical method of understanding minimalism So many things
I've read on minimalism targets decluttering your property. After reading this publication, I further
reduced my possessions, and experience even far better. Goodbye things goes one level higher by
discussing how your whole lifestyle, thought process and perspective can transform. I feel such as
this publication puts into terms the essential obstacles and urges those who are thinking about
minimalism have but are unable to articulate completely. I first read the reserve The Life-Changing
Magic of Tidying Up by Marie Kondo, and made my house tided up. We've accepted that the
amount of things we can realistically care for are much, much smaller sized than we once thought.
Yay! Plenty of tips about how to think differently. Find Your Internal Minimalist Without Deprivation I
purchased a couple of Kindle books in decluttering a couple of years back, including the Marie
Kondo one. I’m definitely going to reread this publication throughout the years since it has timeless
content. I'm very happy I purchased this publication. And if a self-proclaimed “regular guy” like him
could proceed from being truly a depressed shop-a-holic living in a dark, messy house to waking
up with the sun every morning feeling happy and grateful, I couldn’t see any cause not to provide
this minimalism thing a try myself. (tangible and nontangible stuff). Great! I've read a large number of
minimalism books- definitely some much better than others, but this one by Fumio Sasaki is most
likely among my favorites, if not the absolute beloved. His words inspire without being
condescending or laying on the guilt. "Great," I thought, "another single, male, Fight-Club-quoting,
Steve-Jobs-idolizing minimalist is here now to reveal how superior he is for reducing his existence to
a mattress and a MacBook. I found myself nodding in along as he talked about silent to-do lists and
the procrastination they trigger, the joy of surviving in today's, and finding worth in just being
common. Enjoyed it so very much that I intend to start it once more tomorrow. The idea that if I had
40 secs to grab all of my possessions really made me think about what was important and I
immediately went to work on purging. And he repeated many points many times. Distinguishing the
two in itself can be liberating.. Great publication about the philosophy of minimalism The author
helped me realize why it’s so hard to spend the possessions, how to overcome that, and how to
start on a trip toward minimalism. That isn't what that is trying to become. The huge benefits
described by the writer of owning fewer points and getting rid of all desire to build up, collect, store
stuff were really helpful to me. Gentle and Inspiring Initially I wasn't sure concerning this book. Great
motivator While Personally, i viewed the author's lifestyle as too minimal for me personally in this
present stage of my entire life, he did present extremely insightful and encouraging known reasons
for how minimizing could improve my life. A Must Read You will get something out of this book
whether you become minimalist. I am motivated release a my "stuff" (both physically and
emotionally) and I am thrilled to observe where this journey takes me. Browse this at night after
getting child to bed. Thank you for being the kick in the pants I needed. Goodbye junk Eyre opening
now just have to follow through without thinking about it. Let the memories start. Fast read and
incredibly insightful. Fumio Sasaki’s tone is peaceful, contemplative, open-minded, and above all,
humble. I must say i resonated with Sasaki’s observation of the “Silent To-Do List”: the more objects
we have inside our surroundings, the more they donate to our currently overwhelmed sensory load,
and the more time and energy they take up. I think this might be quite freeing, and hope to state
Goodbye, to much of my Things Very easy, easy instructions, a bit repetive The author did a good
job expressing the ways that minimalism helped him. I was able to reflect even more on what joy is
and what society tells us joy is. That might have been to help them sink in or it might have been
redundant. I think it was an assortment of both for me.With this publication, I determined a way to



start a whole lot of space in my own current apartment, and while I doubt I'll make it to a genuine
"minimalist" living space, I can definitely see getting down to a slender "mediumist" place. Reading
this reserve gave me such a sense of comfort, like all my unarticulated yearnings to simplify and
discover happiness had somehow tumbled out and were being reflected in every term written on
the web pages of this reserve. One level up out of this are the most typical reasons to minimise and
the normal benefits. Effective and fast go through. Highly recommend! Great read to truly get you
started on reducing "things" in your life. Thanks and happy thanksgiving. I hope to experience
liberated and find the things, people and experiences which truly make content.
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